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Eden On Fire is a symphonic melodic metal and hard rock band hailing from Erie, Pennsylvania. Formed in 2021 during
the global pandemic, the band's inception was the brainchild of talented vocalist and keyboardist, Amy Gould. Utilizing
her home studio, Amy began crafting captivating and powerful songs that would soon become the foundation of Eden On
Fire's unique sound.

With a passion for 80's hair metal and inspired by iconic artists such as Metallica, Beyond the Black, and Pat Benetar,
Amy set out to assemble a group of like-minded individuals who shared her vision. It wasn't long before she crossed
paths with bassist Scott Hagerty, and the duo wasted no time in collaborating on a series of unforgettable tracks. The
chemistry between Amy and Scott was undeniable, and their combined musical prowess created a solid foundation for
the band's future.

In search of a drummer to complete their rhythm section, Eden On Fire welcomed the exceptionally talented Michael
Calabrese into the fold. With his skills on drums and percussion, Michael brought a dynamic energy to the band's sound,
elevating their music to new heights.

Eden On Fire recognized the need for a lead guitarist to solidify their lineup. After careful consideration and auditions,
the band was thrilled to welcome Rick Knapp to their ranks in 2021. With his impressive guitar skills, Rick added a
scorching edge to Eden On Fire's sound, completing the ensemble.

Throughout their journey, Eden On Fire has amassed a dedicated fan base thanks to their powerful live performances and
captivating online presence. They have had the privilege of playing in four states during their first two years as a band,
leaving their mark on audiences far and wide.

In recognition of their undeniable talent, Eden On Fire has been nominated for "Best Original Band" and "Best Vocalist" in
their hometown of Erie, Pennsylvania. These accolades are a testament to the band's commitment to their craft and the
undeniable talent of Amy Gould as a vocalist.

Eden On Fire's current focus lies in the studio, where they are diligently working on their highly anticipated debut album,
"Unresolved." In partnership with their label, DI Records, the album promises to deliver the full force of their symphonic
melodic metal and hard rock sound, showcasing the band's impressive songwriting and musicianship.

With their powerful melodies, symphonic elements, and hard-hitting riffs, Eden On Fire is poised to make a lasting impact
on the symphonic melodic metal and hard rock scene. They are a force to be reckoned with, combining Amy Gould's
captivating vocals, Rick Knapp's blistering guitar work, Scott Hagerty's thunderous basslines, and Michael Calabrese's
impeccable drumming. Eden On Fire is ready to ignite stages worldwide and leave their mark on the hearts of metal fans
everywhere.


